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I. INTRODUCTION 

N Egypt, the physician in public clinics deals with a 

huge number of patients. According to a research done 

by World Bank in 2018 [1], the number of physicians 

per thousand patients is 0.5. This makes it very 

difficult for physicians to manage and follow up with patients 

on a paper basis or in separate islands. The availability and 

feasibility to reach patients’ medical records wherever and 

whenever it is needed is a key issue to enhance healthcare.  

The author in [2] highlighted that patients’ satisfaction is a key 

factor to a successful health system. Many elements contribute 
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to dissatisfaction such as commuting, waiting time, 

physician’s interface with the patient and time allocated to the 

patient. The research in [3] showed the deficit in e-health for 

patients in the public healthcare sector in Egypt. Nevertheless, 

the outcome of [4] emphasized the readiness of health 

stakeholders to adopt an e-health system in Egypt.  

The medical information and data in electronic form can 

be presented in different types depending on the scope and 

source as follows:  

A. Electronic Health Record (EHR) which contains all types 

of information provided by clinicians who handle the 

patient’s case. Those types could be laboratory reports, 

diagnosis, X-rays; or others. Patient’s information could be 

accessed by authorized clinicians. EHRs exchange and 

share information with other healthcare providers, inside or 

across the country. 

B. Personal health record (PHR) that contains the same 

information types as those of EHRs but patients do the 

management and access.  

C. Electronic Medical Record (EMR) which is the digital 

version of the patient’s paper records. EMRs are used by 

physicians, hospitals or clinics for diagnosis and treatment. 

EMRs facilitate tracking patients’ data, monitoring patients 
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in order to improve their healthcare quality. EMR 

implementation is at the clinic, healthcare organization or 

hospital level. 

The proposed system scope is to provide a medical record 

in electronic form that can be easily exchanged and edited for 

public hospitals in primary and secondary healthcare levels in 

Egypt. Health Level Seven (HL7) [5] is one of the most 

widely used standards for EMR structure.  HL7 is considered 

the meeting point of healthcare and informatics. It avails a 

framework for data exchange, data sharing, data integration 

and retrieval through defining the way data is packaged and 

interchanged. This is done by determining the language, data 

type and structure of the data. Clinical Document Architecture 

(CDA) [6] is an example of forms that HL7 avails to be used 

in constructing the EMR. A CDA could hold various types of 

clinical information like Discharge Summary, Imaging 

Reports, Operative Note, Unstructured documents and more.  

It can technically work with any other structure by editing 

database module only, leaving the control code untouchable 

which increases system edit ability, reliability and security. 

Mobile view is a very important factor in building a new 

EMR. The system supports mobile view with all portal 

features. Functionality-wise, the system sets a flexible web 

view design through Module control view (MCV) system. The 

system mainly sets minimum static part of the web page and 

maximum on-load element creation depending on the required 

module. In other words, the system sets view depending on the 

database module using a programmed control.  

The system also ensures the credibility of the physician’s 

identity and practice through networking with the ministry of 

health and physician syndicate servers. This feature avoids 

completely any fake physicians or criminalized physicians 

from practicing. 

A novel property that the system introduces is the online 

video consultation service. This service was very important to 

be incorporated due to the limited number of physicians in 

remote cities and the patients who must travel to the capital 

city to find a specialist to handle their diseases or simply 

patients who are physically incapable of traveling. Video 

consultation enables both patients and physicians to discuss 

the status and progress of their health through the video 

session instead of face to face. Moreover, this property is a 

necessity in the course of the COVID-19 pandemic since the 

patient and the people in contact with him are essentially 

isolated yet they need medical care. Physical contact between 

the physician and the COVID-19 patient puts the physician at 

great risk. Hence, video consultation while accessing the 

patient’s EMR is a great asset. 

In brief, the contribution of this paper is firstly, the use of 

the HL7 CDA structure in building EMR form as this is 

considered the first time this standard is used in Egypt. 

Secondly, ensuring the credibility of the physician by 

checking the Syndicate database for the validity of practice. 

Thirdly, the video consultation feature. All this is done 

through utmost data security standards and privacy. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II 

gives a brief about related work. Section III explains the 

proposed system. Section IV describes the security measures 

taken throughout the system. Section V exhibits the results 

and section VI concludes the work.  

II. RELATED WORK IN BRIEF 

Related work could be approached from two points of 

view; work done with HL7 and work done in the Egyptian 

healthcare sector.  

A. Related Work with HL7 Standard 

Li Xie et el [7] presented PHR system structure based on 

XML language, HL7 standard, Chinese Hospital Information 

and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 

(DICOM). XML language allows integration with other HIS 

parts. The study shows a flexible system in sending and 

receiving patient’s health information but without much focus 

on security. Qian Huang et el [8] showed a study of 

implementing a simple EHR model depending on HL7, XML, 

Java and XML for implementation and AES algorithm for 

security. Bruno M. et el [9] developed a security platform 

called DE4MHA which includes a set of algorithms like AES, 

RSA aiming to achieve confidentiality, Integrity and 

Authenticity for health care data exchange between patient 

and healthcare system through mobile phone taking into 

account battery and storage capacity, broadcast constraints, 

interferences, disconnections, noises, limited bandwidths, and 

network delays. HL7 was used in [10] to build Fast Healthcare 

Interoperability Resources (FHIR) to exchange healthcare 

information. FHIR was constructed to enhance the exchange 

and integration of patient’s data among different hospital 

services and radiology service. The research [11] draws a 

conclusive table presenting different researches using HL7 in 

constructing EMR, PHR and EHR.  

B. Related Work in the Egyptian Healthcare Sector 

In 2013, the authors of [12] , concluded that Egypt was 

very much behind in adopting EHR/EMR in hospitals that 

follow international standards. Few hospitals applied 

electronic systems but were very localized to their needs. In 

2017, a paper was issued that briefed three trials of e-health 

implementation [13]. The first two were in cooperation with 

private companies and stopped for financial issues. They were 

to implement EMR. The first trial was not on the national 

level. The second trial had some technical and administrative 

barriers. The third trial was an accreditation program. There 

were two problems with this trial. First, no standard criteria 

were set to implement the medical record. Second, no mention 

of turning the medical records to EMR. The author in [2] 

proposed a password-based EMR system that had many 

vulnerabilities, among which the security method, integration 

and exchange of data among different entities and lack of 

mobile application. 

It can be noted that although there were trials to transform 

into electronic records, there was no coherent approach to 

build a system on an international standard that could fit the 

different public healthcare entities. To the best of our 

knowledge, there was no work done on HL7 implementation 

for Egypt’s healthcare system. However, a positive outcome 

of [4] emphasized the readiness of health stakeholders to adopt 

an e-health system in Egypt. It also revealed the concern of 

data privacy. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed EMR system aims to provide a secure 

unified EMR that keeps patient’s basic and medical data from 

all public hospitals, clinics and primary care centers, located 

all over Egypt, into one centralized database belonging to the 

ministry of health (MOH). The stakeholders are: patient, 

physician, MOH and Physicians’ Syndicate. The overall 

system can be summarized by the class diagram, illustrated in 

Fig. 1 showing the relationship between the main entities. 
 

 
  

 

Fig. 1  Class diagram of the implemented system 
 

 

The database consists of five main sets of tables as follows: 

1. Basic Information Regarding: 

a. Patient's information: national ID number, name, 

activation state (alive/dead), basic personal information. 

b. Physician's information: national ID number, name, 

account activation state, specialty and basic personal 

information. 

c. MOH employees’ information: employee national ID 

number, name, authorization level and basic personal 

information. 

d. Physicians syndicate employee's information: employee 

national ID number, name, authorization level and basic 

personal information. 

2. Hospitals' Information: 

a. Hospitals' list: containing a set of Egyptian hospitals IDs, 

addresses and contact information. 

b. Hospital- physician information: mapping between 

physicians and hospitals they work at.  

3. Patient Editable Information: patient's family medical 

history, next of kin ...etc. 

4. Patient medical information: It is presented as a set of 

tables which can be read by the patient and physicians but the 

write access is only for the physicians, Data in those tables 

contain patient's medical problems, allergies, immunization 

...etc. 

5. Log Information: activities done by all who got access to 

the system database in details such as operation type, the 

time/date and the information accessed. 

6. Online Medical Consultation Information: a set of 

information about consultation request from a patient to 

physician and the date booked for the patient’s online 

consultation request.  

Create, Read or Report, Update, and Delete (CRUD) are 

the different operations that are done by the system’s entities. 

Table I demonstrates the operations feasible for each entity. 
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TABLE I  

CRUD OPERATIONS FOR EACH ENTITY 
 

Entity  Operation Resulting use case 

Physician 

Create 

 Activate Account 

 Report Illness Case 

 Review/create statistics for his work  

 Book specialist online consultation  

 Book follow up  

Read 

 Access Account 

 Access Conscious Patient’s EMR 

 Access Unconscious Patient’s EMR 

 View Online Consultation Requests 

Update 

 Update Account information 

 Add Information to Patient’s EMR 

 Set Dates for Online Consultation 
Requests 

 Temporary stop online consultation 

service   

Delete 
 Permanently stop online consultation 

service   

Patient 

Create ------------- 

Read 
 Search a physician 

 Access EMR. 

Update 

 Evaluate Physician 

 Activate EMR 

 Update Editable Information 

 Forget Password 

Delete ------------- 

Ministry of 

Health 

(MOH) 

Create 
 Add EMR 

 Create statistics 

Read View Patient(s) Record(s) 

Update Drop EMR 

Delete ------------- 

Physicians 
syndicate 

Create  Add Physician Account 

Read  View Physician(s) information 

Update 
 Revoke Physician Account 

 Reactivate physician online 

consultation service 

Delete ------------- 
 

 

 

 

 

To implement the system, the CDA and Database 

structures should be constructed first. 

A. CDA Structure 

CDA [6], [14] is an XML document with 2 divisions. The 

first is a Header that contains patient information, author, 

creation date, document type, provider and other related 

information. The second is the Body that contains information 

like admission details, diagnosis, patient details, medications 

and follow-up written as free text in one or multiple sections. 

It may optionally include coded entries.  

CDA has three levels of document definition. 

- Level 1 keeps the basic outline structure of the header and 

body. It allows using unstructured language or blocks inside 

the body and the header, thus, the patient can easily follow up.  

-Level 2 uses structured XML-based sections in the body 

where a section is identified with a code.  

-Level 3 is the most complex as it should include a CDA 

header plus an XML body with narrative blocks and entries. 

These sections should be encoded.  

The CDA full raw material is an XML file that should be 

converted into another form like pdf, doc, HTML to be 

readable by the human eyes. Hence, the first phase is to create 

an application capable of converting XML CDA into an 

HTML file. Fig. 2 illustrates an input CDA XML file 

fragment.  

The HTML file contains a set of tags that indicates the style 

of the set of information and data. Therefore, another file is 

needed to indicate the style and structure of the HTML file. 

An XSLT style sheet is used along with XML to output the 

HTML file. 

Once the GUI is built, the user can edit – based on his 

access level. 

The Continuity of Care Document (CCD) is built on CDA 

using a set of templates and constraints to allow physicians to 

share medical information electronically with others. 
 

 

 

Fig. 2  HL7 CDA XML file fragment 
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B. Database Structure   

The database used consists of the following sets of tables: 

Basic information about all stakeholders in the system; 

namely Patients, Physicians, MOH employees and Physicians 

syndicate employees. 

Hospitals' information containing a set of Egyptian 

hospitals IDs, addresses and contact information. It also 

contains the mapping information between physicians and 

hospitals they work at.  

Patient Editable information: which is the patient's family 

medical history, next of kin and other family information. 

Patient medical information: It is presented as a set of 

tables that can be read by the patient and physician but the 

write access is only for the physician.  

Log information: It is the activities done by all who got 

access to the system database in detail such as operation type, 

the time/date and the information accessed. 

Online medical Consultation information: it contains a set 

of information about consultation request from a patient to a 

physician and the date booked by the physician for the 

patient’s request.  

After constructing the structures, functionality will be 

implemented. 

C. System Functionality Implementation 

The main two participants in the system are the patient and 

the physician. After building the system each of them will deal 

with the system through a set of actions; each of which 

necessitates security implementation.   

1) EMR access system implementation for the patient. 

For a patient, to acquire an eligible EMR, he should send a 

one-time request to MOH to create an account with his 

credentials. Once created, the Patient can access his medical 

record whenever he wants and wherever he is through the web 

or smartphone after being authenticated by his national id and 

password. The Patient has a read-only privilege on his medical 

and basic data. However, he can edit his family medical 

history and next of kin information. Fig. 3 displays the 

patient’s EMR when requested by the patient. 

For the first-time patient’s registration, a pre-check is done 

online, using the National id number, on the database residing 

on the MOH server to confirm that the applicant is an 

Egyptian citizen. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3  EMR view for patient 

 

 

2)  EMR access system implementation for physician 

The role of the physicians’ syndicate is to keep track of the 

status of physicians; being authorized or not to practice. A 

physician should have a valid active work permit and account 

in order to practice. The physician sends a request to create an 

electronic account in the syndicate’s database. The syndicate 

employee reviews the physician’s data to verify it. If verified 

the account is created where the status is valid active permit. If 

the physician commits any violation, the account is revoked 

by the authorized employee and the system bans his name. 

On the physician side, first, a pre-check is done with the 

physicians’ syndicate database to validate that physician.  If 

valid, the physician can access a patient’s medical record. This 

access is committed only if the patient gives him access right 

through entering the patient’s national id and a password 

entered by the patient in the physician’s system.  When the 

physician accesses a patient’s record, a new session begins 

where the physician can read or insert data but not update any 

previous data in the record. Whenever the patient leaves or the 
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session ends, the physician can’t retrieve the patient’s medical 

record. 

The physician can use the system to make some statistics 

about his work as the number of visits per day, patients with 

certain illnesses. 

The techniques used on the client-side are HTML, 

Javascript and JSON while those used on the server-side are 

WAMP (Windows System Apache 2 PHP and MySQL).  

The Client-side is on the patient and physician devices 

(desktop) while the Server side is the MOH database 

management system.  

3)  Mobile-based EMR system implementation 

Implementing a mobile-based electronic medical record 

system increases the system availability for the users and 

communication ability in emergency cases. 

The proposed EMR mobile system uses the same scenarios 

as those used in the web application. The security level is the 

same as is in web application except that the client-side is 

Android KITKAT instead of HTML and JavaScript.  

4) Online Video consultation implementation 

Online video consultation is a medical service that allows 

the patient to get in contact with the physician, face to face 

virtually, through a video call. This is very important in rural 

areas that lack the availability of medical specialists as well as 

for patients with movement hindrance or hazardous 

conditions. Not only that, but very important during the 

pandemic time when patients should be isolated and yet 

receive medical treatment to reduce the increase in infections. 

Remote Video consultation aims to introduce a secure 

video communication session between physician and patient. 

The system proposes two scenarios; Follow up with the patient 

after an in-person visit and seeking second opinion 

consultation. Physician’s access to data is based on the 

Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) module that grants 

access based on a set of variable features editable by patient 

and physician.  

IV. SECURITY AND PRIVACY  

The proposed system provides authentication, 

confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation. Fig. 4 shows the 

use case diagram of the basic mechanism and procedures for 

the proposed system. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4  Use case diagram for basic mechanism and procedures 

 

A. Privacy 

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 

1996 (HIPPA) is a federal law that demanded the creation of 

national standards to assure the protection of sensitive health 

data of the patient against disclosure without his consent. 

Since currently there are no such Egyptian national standards, 

the proposed system uses HIPPA to set main privacy. All 

security aspects have been implemented in the proposed work 

to assure the privacy of patients’ data.    

B. Access Control 

There are several types of access control. Role-based 

access control (RBAC) where a group accesses classified data 

and performs a certain number of services based on the 

group’s role. Context-based access control (CBAC) in which 

the system sets data access based on the content and user role. 

Policy-based access control (PBAC) where a set of rules in a 

policy file indicates what a user can access and do. The 
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proposed system uses Attribute-based access control (ABAC) 

module which is based on defining a set of features editable by 

the patient and physician. Access management is mainly 

controlled by patients except in very special cases like 

inpatient and statistical work. 

MOH: The proposed system creates a new empty EMR for 

an Egyptian citizen in the database of MOH. MOH employee 

will sign in using his user name and password given by the 

system administrator. He is not authorized to visit any user's 

personal information. MOH employee can only register new 

users "Patients” by activating their EMR and deactivating their 

account using their national IDs if the patient is deceased. 

MOH employee can’t reveal any patient medical information. 

Patients: will sign in with a username and password that 

were set by him after signing up and his identity is confirmed 

by MOH. He can only access his medical records. Patients 

cannot add or delete their medical records’ information. The 

patient is authorized only to edit emergency contact and 

family medical history. Patients can authorize physicians to 

access their medical records. 

Physicians: will sign in by username and password that 

were set by him after signing up. A physician can access a 

patient’s records if the patient allows the physician. This is 

done when the patient first enters his username and password. 

This will allow the physician to view/edit the medical record 

within 30 minutes, after that the physician will be 

automatically logged out and he won’t be able to view or edit 

the patient’s medical record. Physicians can add new records 

for the patient but cannot modify the contents of the existing 

medical records. 

Physician Syndicate:  Physician syndicate authorized 

employee will sign in by a given username and password from 

the system administrator. He is not authorized to visit any 

user's personal information. He can only register/ revoke 

Physicians by activating/ deactivating their accounts using 

their national IDs and physician ID number. 

C. Login Authentication  

It is established using powerful encryption and salted hash 

techniques on the user side and digital signature on the server. 

On a sign-in page, the user enters the User Name, National ID 

and password. A sign-in request to the server is initiated which 

in turn creates a new random salt and signs it by server RSA 

key to prove server identity. The server sends the signed salt 

to the client to verify it and extracts the salt then concatenates 

it with the password hash to represent the new salted 

password. The hash of the salted password is completed and 

combined with the inserted name and National ID. The result 

is plain text that is encrypted by the server's public key to 

create the ciphertext and then sent to the server. Fig. 5 shows 

the flowchart for the authentication process. 
 

 
Fig.  5 Flowchart for the authentication process 

 

D. Confidentiality on the Server-Side 

It is achieved using AES 256 symmetric key encryption 

and protected through a secure OpenSSL connection between 

the main server and distributed database servers. Information 

exchange between the main server and users is done through a 

session secured by Asymmetric 1024 RSA for session key 

exchange and 256 AES for exchanged data. Each message 

should be digitally signed by the sender to ensure its 

authenticity and integrity.  System digital signature uses 

SHA256 of the encrypted message as message digest then is 

encrypted both by sender private key. The system monitors all 

users’ access and actions for auditing. All-access logs are kept 

on the MOHP side as a trusted third party between patient and 

physician to ensure non-repudiation.  

After the session key is exchanged in a secure way 

between the user and the system, the second level of security 

begins by applying a symmetric key cryptography algorithm.  

Two factors were used to choose the symmetric key 

cryptography algorithm; immunity against attacks and speed. 

AES is the last symmetric key cryptographic algorithm 

approved by the NIST in 2001 [15] based on its immunity to 

many attacks like brute force, statistics, linear and differential 

attacks.   
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Based on [16], the AES algorithm gave the best results in 

terms of speed and security in encryption and decryption 

operations in comparison to triple Data Encryption Standard 

(3DES), RC4, and Blowfish. Accordingly, the AES algorithm 

was chosen. So, the session key includes the AES randomly 

created key and IV algorithm specification and exchanged 

securely by using RSA at the beginning of each session. Each 

message is padded with one of the AES padding algorithms 

which is also sent along with the session key.  

The two levels of security algorithms applied in the 

beginning and during the session ensure communication 

confidentiality.  

E. System Integrity  

The sender (client or server) sends a hash of the sent data 

along with the secured message through the secure timed 

session.  On the receiver side, a new hash value of the 

message is created by the same hash algorithm used on the 

sender side. It is then compared to that of the sender side.  If 

both are equivalent, then the message was not altered. 

F. MOH Role  

The main users of the system are the patient and the 

physician. Any operation involves MOH functioning as a third 

party to ensure non-repudiation of any user operations. For 

example, if a physician wants to view a patient EMR, the 

physician sends a request to the MOH server, not to the 

patient, and the server waits for the patient’s permission to 

send the EMR to the physician. At the beginning of any 

communication between the user (patient or physician) and the 

MOH system, a check operation is applied to authenticate the 

user. This is done by comparing the national ID and the hash 

of the password inserted by the user against the one in the 

MOH database. The real password is never transferred in the 

system even with using secure channels, to avoid attacks that 

would violate the users’ privacy. The hash algorithm used in 

the system is SHA 512. 
 

G. Session Operation 

At the start of each session, a set of session features called 

session key is exchanged between the system and the user. 

The direction and type of features are set based on the user’s 

operation.  

The session key includes very sensitive and important data 

related to the session security system. Therefore; it must be 

secured. RSA asymmetric key cryptography algorithm is 

applied to encrypt the session key. RSA is a very efficient 

algorithm and immune against many attacks like a chosen 

cipher. Although the RSA algorithm is not a fast algorithm 

when using a big amount of data, it works fine with the 

proposed system because it’s applied only on the session key 

which includes a very small set of data. 

All system stakeholders can insert and view data. In every 

new session, the client-side creates a random AES Key and IV 

work as a session key for one session only and shared by the 

server in a secure channel. Client-side encrypts session key by 

RSA public key and sends encrypted data to the server. The 

server decrypts ciphertext to get the session key to use in 

securing query result.  

A data request is sent to the server. The Server applies the 

required query to the database. The query result is then 

encrypted by the session key and sent to the client-side. The 

Client-side decrypts the data and displays it. All the retrieved 

pages are database driven which means any change in the 

server database will reflect on the loaded page. Fig. 6 shows 

the retrieve process. 

 
 

 
Fig. 6  Flow chart for retrieving data 

 

The proposed security system makes EMR immune against 

impersonating attacks, such as man in the middle, through the 

PKI signing algorithm.  

The whole authentication process is done by RSA 

algorithm with SHA1 signing algorithm and hashed salted 

password by SHA 256 function.  

V. REMOTE VIDEO CONSULTATION 

This service is no more a commodity. Other than being 

essential for patients who suffer from movement consequences 

or live distant from healthcare service, it is in high demand 

since the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

To implement this service, Web Real-Time 

Communication (WebRTC) is used. It is a collection of 
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communications protocols and APIs that avails real-time 

communication over peer-to-peer connections. It requires no 

plugins and allows web browsers to request resources from 

backend servers as well as real-time information from 

browsers of other users.  All security aspects are applied 

during the video session. 

The consultation request could either be a follow-up 

request or a consultation request to a specialist. The request is 

saved in the database with a unique ID, patient ID, and 

physician ID. 

The consultation request that the patient sends to the 

physician contains only the problem/complaint that the patient 

wants consultation on. The patient can upload tests, 

comments, and medical images that would help in the 

diagnosis and choose from already existing images In some 

cases, the physician would need to refer to the patient’s 

medical record for more details. The physician can access the 

EMR only if he sends a request to the patient and the patient 

accepts. If so, the physician will be offered a one-time 

working link to view the patient’s EMR. 

Fig. 7 displays the screen for a specific problem selection 

to consult on which will be the only information in the EMR 

to be sent to the physician. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7  Selecting the problem for video consultation 
    

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To evaluate the system, both patients and physicians were 

asked to operate the system and test its functionality. Tailored 

questionnaires were carried out for each party. Responses 

were calibrated on a 1-4 scale, where 1 is the best and 4 is the 

least. 

 

A. Patients’ Satisfaction with the System 

A sample of 80 patients participated in the evaluation. The 

sample consisted of educated graduates and undergraduate 

students who work well with electronic devices, have good 

English knowledge and accept the idea of EMR. 

Comprehensive results with their breakdown on each scale 

value are shown in Table II. The last column shows the range 

of acceptance. Minimum acceptance depicts the total value of 

scales 1+2 while maximum acceptance represents the total 

value of scales 1+2+3. 
 

 
 

 
 

TABLE II  

PATIENTS FEEDBACK ABOUT THE SYSTEM 
 

Feature Tested 1 2 3 4 Min- Max 

Acceptance 

Functionality  of 

the System 

75% 15% 10% 0% 90-100% 

GUI 50% 25% 15% 10% 75-90% 

Extent to reach 

information 

60% 20% 10% 10% 80-90% 

Extent to edit 

information 

60% 20% 10% 10% 80-90% 

Time efficiency  55% 35% 5% 5% 90-95% 

System will be 

effective in Egypt 

45% 45% 5% 5% 90-95 

 

The option of having Arabic language along with English 

was highly recommended. 
 

B. Physicians’ Satisfaction with the System 

A sample of 50 physicians participated in the evaluation.  

The sample was biased towards fresh grads and young 

physicians who welcome working on electronic devices. The 

questionnaire was carried in three different public hospitals 
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where each physician tried the system on a case of his choice. 

Results are shown in Table III. Physicians were concerned 

about two issues. The first was the training period and the 

second was the way history data of the patients would be input 

into the system. The results of the evaluation with the 

breakdown are presented in Table III. 
 

TABLE III  
PHYSICIANS’ FEEDBACK ABOUT THE SYSTEM 

 

Feature Tested 1 2 3 4 Min- Max 

Acceptance  

Functionality  of the 

System 

65% 20% 15% 0% 85-100% 

GUI 55% 30% 0% 15% 85% 

Extent to reach his or 

patient’s information 

65% 20% 5% 10% 85-90% 

Extent to edit his or 

patient’s information 

65% 20% 5% 10% 85-90% 

Time efficiency  45% 30% 15% 10% 75-90% 

System will be 

effective in Egypt 

50% 30% 15% 5% 80-95% 

 

C. Security Features Comparison 

The system has been compared with other systems that 

were proposed during recent years in terms of security and 

privacy features.  

It could be concluded that all security aspects have been 

taken into consideration and implemented. Login is 

established using encryption and salted hash techniques on the 

user side and digital signature on the server. ABAC module is 

used based on a set of variable features editable by patient and 

physician. Confidentiality on the server-side is achieved using 

AES 256 symmetric key encryption and protected through 

secure open SSL connection between main server and 

distributed database servers. Information exchange between 

the main server and users is done through a session secured by 

Asymmetric 1024 RSA for session key exchange and 256 

AES for exchanged data. Each message should be digitally 

signed by the sender to ensure its authenticity and integrity.  

System digital signature uses SHA256 of the encrypted 

message as message digest then encrypts both by sender 

private key. The system monitors all users’ access and actions 

to keep track of audit trials. All-access logs are kept on the 

MOH side as a trusted third party between patient and 

physician to ensure non-repudiation. Table IV illustrates the 

results.  
 

D. Comparison between Proposed Work Portal and Other 

Operating Portals  

It is worth noting that in the proposed work, Remote 

consultation avails a secure video communication session 

between physician and patient. Physician’s access to data is 

ABAC.  

The system supports mobile view with all portal features. 

Functionality-wise, the system sets a flexible web view design 

through Module control view (MCV) system.  

Table V concludes the features comparison of the proposed 

portal with other portals.  
 

 

TABLE IV 
 SECURITY FEATURES COMPARISON 

Reference Authentication 
Access 

Control 

Access 

Management 
confidentiality Integrity Audit Log 

Proposed 

system 

Mutual authentication 

using salted hashed 
password with username 

and NID in encrypted form 

and on server side Digital 
certificate 

ABAC 

patient can control 

fully and selective 
sharing 

AES 256 
digital 

signature 

encrypted log 

file 

[17] 
Certificate on smart card 

RBAC 
PBAC Patient AES NA Access log 

[18] User name and password PBAC Patient control 
Attribute based 

encryption (ABE) 
NA NA 

 [19] NA NA NA NA NA NA 

[20] ID based digital signature RBAC Professional 
Asymmetric 
encryption 

NA 
Access 
record 

[21] NA RBAC patient NA NA 
comply 

HIPPA 

 [22] NA RBAC patient NA NA access record 

[23] NA RBAC patient 
Asymmetric 

encryption 

Message 
authentication 

code HMAC 

xxx 

[24] NA policy patient 
Asymmetric key 
cryptography 

NA third party 

[25] digital signature NA NA 
Asymmetric key 

cryptography 

Digital 

signature 
NA 

[26] 
Password with digital 

signature in zip file 
policy patient AES 256 NA NA 

 [27] password policy patient EL Gamal NA NA 

 [28] NA 
PASS access 

control 
NA NA NA 

PASS audit 

trial control 

[29] 
unique ID with digital 

certificate 
ABAC Policy-Based ABE NA NA 

 [30] login RBAC Policy-Based NA NA audit log 
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TABLE V  

PORTAL SERVICES COMPARISON  
 

Portal 
Access 

control 

Access 

management 
Authentication 

Remote 

consultation 
Integrity 

Mobile 

view / app 

Audit 

trial 

Proposed work 

A 

B 

A 
C 

patient 

Mutual authentication 
using a salted hashed 

password with username 

and NID in encrypted 
form and on server-side 

Digital certificate 

Video 

consultation 

Digital 

signature 
Yes yes 

www.sundhed.dk 

R 
B 

A 

C 

Physician 

Digital signature stored 
on code file or smart 

card with login by user 

ID and password 

Email 

consultation 

Digital 

signature 
Yes yes 

infoway.com 

R 
B 

A 

C 

Profession 
Smart card with login by 

user name  

Telehealth 

program 

Digital 

signature 
Yes yes 

healthhub.sg 

R 

B 

A 
C 

Profession 
Login bypass ID and 

password 

Smart Health 
Video 

Consultation  

Digital 

signature 
Yes yes 

 
 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a comprehensive prototype for a 

secure EMR system adapted to the public healthcare sector in 

Egypt using the HL7 standard which is considered the cross 

point between healthcare and information technology. It is a 

worldwide standard that can be integrated into other systems. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first HL7 system to 

be proposed for the Egyptian healthcare sector. 

Interviewing and answering questionnaires by the 

physicians and patients were used to collect data, evaluate and 

understand the requirements to adapt HL7 CDA for local use.  

A remote video consultation system was established and 

implemented to facilitate medical services across the country. 

This is necessary not only to reduce the patients’ queues and 

waiting time in hospitals and clinics but most importantly to 

help COVID-19 patients receive medical treatment. Moreover, 

this service will facilitate medical care for patients who suffer 

from difficulties in moving. A standalone service was set to 

perform the remote medical consultation services with high 

concern of security aspects in consultation sessions.  

On the audit side of the system, we faced many obstacles. 

One of the main obstacles was the pronounced difference in 

the work environment, system and problems in most hospitals 

although they are all under the umbrella of the Ministry of 

Health. In addition, shortage of computers and electronic 

resources in some hospitals and their absence in others were 

also a hindrance in the audit phase.  The weakness in 

computer skills and the English language for most 

administrative and medical staff assistants made it more 

difficult during the various phases of system development. 

Finally, installing a pilot system in a public health sector 

hospital was impossible as it required many authorizations that 

were beyond our capabilities. Hence, we couldn't conduct a 

real-time test to assess the performance on the right scale and 

identify weaknesses and strengths in a real-time environment. 

The testing was performed on a private level base. 
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Title Arabic:  

َظاو صحت إنكخشَٔٙ آيٍ نقطاع انشػاٚت انصحٛت انؼايت فٙ يصش  َحٕ

 7باسخخذاو انًسخٕٖ انصحٙ 
 

Arabic Abstract: 

ٚقذو ْزا انبحث َظايا نهصحت اإلنكخشَٔٛت ٚسخٓذف قطاع انشػاٚت انصحٛت انؼايت فٙ 

ُْذست انٕثائق انسشٚشٚت  - 7يصش. حى بُاء انُظاو انًقخشح ػهٗ أساط انًسخٕٖ انصحٙ 

ٔانز٘.ٚؼخبش يؼٛاسا دٔنٛا ٔيؼخشفا بّ جٛذًا ، نبُاء انسجم انطبٙ اإلنكخشَٔٙ يغ حٕفٛش  ،

انخصٕصٛت انكايهت ٔاألياٌ األقصٗ نبٛاَاث انًشضٗ. انخاصٛت انجذٚذة ٔانًخًٛضة انخٙ 

ٕٚفشْا انُظاو ْٙ خذيت االسخشاساث ػبش انفٛذٕٚ انخٙ أصبحج ضشٔسٚت ْزِ األٚاو بسبب 

. باإلضافت إنٗ رنك ، ٚضًٍ انُظاو يصذاقٛت ْٕٚت انطبٛب ٔيًاسسخّ 91-اَخشاس كٕفٛذ

يٍ خالل انخٕاصم يغ ٔصاسة انصحت َٔقابت األطباء. ًٚكٍ أًٚضا انٕصٕل إنٗ انُظاو 

انًقخشح ػهٗ ْاحف يحًٕل ٚؼًم بُظاو اَذسٔٚذ يغ حشغٛم جًٛغ انًٛضاث بشكم كايم. حى 

نٕحع أٌ انُظاو ٚحظٗ بقبٕل انطشفٍٛ ؛ إجشاء اخخباس نٕظائف انُظاو ٔيذٖ قبٕنّ. ٔ

انًشٚض ٔانطبٛب. حى إجشاء يقاسَت يغ أَظًت انصحت اإلنكخشَٔٛت األخشٖ ٔحسهٛظ انضٕء 

ػهٗ َقاط انقٕة انخٙ ٚقذيٓا انُظاو انًقخشح. ٚحخٕ٘ انُظاو ػهٗ بُٛت ححخٛت قابهت نهخًذٚذ 

 حجؼهّ يشًَا نهخكايم الحقًا يغ األَظًت األخشٖ.
 

 

 

 


